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1: Attendance Management System | Employee Time & Attendance Software India | greytHR
greytHR's attendance management system processes attendance on a daily basis based on real-time attendance data.
This gives you real-time and daily views of what's happening at an organization level and who's in office and at what
time.

Looking for a time and attendance system in ? What Are Time and Attendance Systems? Time and attendance
systems allow employees to clock in and out electronically via time clocks, internet-connected computers,
mobile devices, and telephones. The data is instantly transferred into software that can seamlessly import it
into your payroll solution. These systems do more than just track when employees come and go. Many are
offered as cloud-based or on-premises solutions. The on-premises systems are stored on servers within your
business, while the cloud-based systems are housed by your time and attendance system provider and accessed
online. Pros and cons The biggest benefit of these digital systems is they eliminate the need for manual
timecards. All the time is collected electronically, with the calculations done for you. This cuts down on the
chance of errors. Another positive is that these systems manage all your time needs â€” employee attendance,
PTO and scheduling â€” in one program. The biggest drawback to time-tracking systems is that they are more
expensive than the old manual method where employees wrote down their hours each day or punched in and
out using a paper timecard. Another potential downside is that they often force employers to curb the
perception that asking employees to track their time is a form of micromanagement. Looking for information
on time and attendance systems? Use the questionnaire below, and our vendor partners will contact you to
provide you with the information you need: Cloud-based systems have smaller recurring monthly costs, while
on-premises systems have larger one-time fees. With on-premises systems, you pay all your costs upfront.
You can expect to pay several hundred to several thousand dollars for the software, licenses for each employee
and installation. However, there typically is no ongoing support or software updates included in your one-time
costs. Some services also assess a base monthly charge or a minimum monthly charge. Some providers charge
a one-time setup and implementation fee. Unlike with on-premises systems, however, all software upgrades
and support are included in your monthly expenses. What to Look for in a Time and Attendance System With
so many systems on the market, it can be difficult to know which one is right for your business. Look for a
system that allows employees to record their hours in multiple ways, such as through an internet-connected
computer, smartphone, tablet, time clock, telephone or text messages. Tracks all time issues: This includes
managing employee schedules and handling all PTO management. Since many employees and managers work
outside the office, you want a system that is compatible with mobile devices so it is accessible from anywhere.
Choose a system that integrates with the applications and software, such as HR and payroll programs, that you
already use. Some systems provide notifications when employees are nearing overtime or forget to clock in or
out. This can be helpful in controlling expenses. The ability to view original timesheet data along with any
changes made by a manager or supervisor can be important in case of an audit. To learn about the options we
think are best for a variety of business types, check out our best picks for time and attendance systems. Here
are a number of questions and answers that may help you reach a decision. How are time and attendance
systems different from traditional time clocks and time cards? The biggest difference is that everything is
digitized and automated. Traditional time clocks and timecards require manual entry of data for everything.
Time and attendance systems require a push of a button and all of the information is automatically synced into
your software. That software then seamlessly integrates with your payroll solution. This eliminates duplicate
entries and guesswork. In addition, time and attendance systems log hours, job codes, and information about
breaks and PTO digitally and in real time. What type of time clocks are compatible with time and attendance
systems? No longer are there simple punch time clocks. Is there a difference between a time and attendance
system and a biometric system? Any time and attendance system that works with a biometric time clock is a
biometric system. Because nearly every time and attendance solution that works with physical time clocks
offers biometric options, there is very little difference between the two. Biometric time clocks are typically
used by businesses concerned about buddy punching. However, even some of those systems now offer
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fingerprint scanners that plug into computers or use programs that take employee pictures via a computer
camera as a way to incorporate biometric options. Do you have to use a time clock with a time and attendance
system? Some businesses prefer that employees clock in and out only through a computer, mobile app or
telephone. Not using a time clock can cut down on costs, as time clocks can run anywhere from a couple
hundred to several thousand dollars each. Are time and attendance systems only good for businesses with
hourly employees? While it might seem like time and attendance systems are only necessary for businesses
with hourly workers, businesses with salaried employees can reap a number of benefits from them as well.
Having a system that can track how long employees work on specific projects can help with labor projections.
Additionally, businesses with salaried employees may appreciate the PTO management aspects of the system.
How do time and attendance systems work for remote employees? These systems use GPS technology to
monitor remote employees via mobile devices. Some systems use geofencing to limit where employees can
clock in and out from, while others use geolocation to record exactly where workers are when they punch in
and out. Additionally, systems use geolocation to track employees throughout the day, not just where they
start and end their shifts. How do time and attendance systems integrate with payroll systems? Time and
attendance systems integrate with payroll systems by allowing you to transfer your time and attendance data
into your payroll program with the press of a button. This cuts down on errors and streamlines the entire
payroll process. How do time and attendance systems manage paid time off? Time and attendance systems
manage PTO in several ways. The first is that they can track how much time off employees have earned and
used. The systems can track accruals for sick time, vacation, bereavement and any other type of time off
employees may receive. Some time and attendance systems also handle the request and approval process. This
allows employees to ask for time off directly within the system and managers can either approve or deny those
requests. If you think a time and attendance system is right for you, we encourage you to check out our best
picks for various types of business, our reasoning for picking each, and our comprehensive list of time and
attendance systems. A graduate of Indiana University, he spent nearly a decade as a staff reporter for the Daily
Herald in suburban Chicago, covering a wide array of topics including, local and state government, crime, the
legal system and education. Following his years at the newspaper Chad worked in public relations, helping
promote small businesses throughout the U. Follow him on Twitter.
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2: Staff management | Attendance System | software Project | Leave
Attendance Management System. With sumHR's Attendance Management system features you can create & manage
shifts, define attendance policies, track every employee's in/out time, record work-from-home/out-duty attendance, and
much more.

Humanity has a state-of-the-art Time Clock app integrated into the software. Improve communication through
the Time Clock app by using reminders and notifications. Use GPS to make sure you know where they are
working from at all times. Monitor Clock Behavior Easily Humanity gives you a full and clear overview of
your entire staff. You can not only track their work behavior in real time, but also create reports and analyze
company clock behavior. End buddy punching for good with this state-of-the-art tool. We value it as an
essential tool of our business! It is some sort of cost-saving measure. Although it has its benefits, problems
still arise, particularly on regulatory and tracking personnel activities. These are crucial because schedule
really needs to be followed. Keeping an arranged workflow and manpower has to be maintained to be able to
establish competence. Aonline attendance management system might help not only inside efficiently
managing activities, but will also help increase productivity because employees usually focus and concentrate
once they know they are monitored. Idle moment is greatly prevented. Your remote workers might need to be
mindful of that time period. Instead of performing personal stuff before proceeding to figure mode, they might
need to be conscious that after they log in the activity, the clock will become ticking. What some sort of
software online work management system in essence does is capture employee time effortlessly. Noteworthy
reserve resources is attained in light of the fact that the methodology involving participation and moment
tracking is recently computerized. Give us an opportunity to likewise incorporate its ability to make gritty
invoices. Clearly, no time is squandered just to guarantee the veracity with the receipts. Utilizing online
attendance management system management framework, you can without much of a stretch track employee
exercises to discover that schedules are taken after. In the event you have your group involving specialists,
payroll is likewise a company regulatory assignment that is certainly helped by right now tracking application.
There are also government duties in addition to advances that should be thought about your payroll.
Doubtlessly, you get a solid hold on how you run your online business from regulatory undertakings in order
to employee supervision. There are other essential things you have to do regarding running your business.
Furthermore with online organizations developing by the day, most employees are presently meeting
expectations at the comforts of their own homes. Telecommuters and consultants have now turned into a solid
workforce. Having this set-up however does not imply that they can do whatever they need without respect to
the individuals that pay them cash. They ought to at record-breaking stay proficient and experts. The best
thing that you can do is contribute on an incredible management apparatus known as the online employee time
tracking software. You recently need to utilize software that permits you to impart undertakings and has a
peculiarity that will give you an itemized cover how every laborer invests each recorded time. Thusly in any
case you get to legitimately deal with your staff and get a solid hold of your activities or business without
needing to always screen them. Essentially, the ability of this instrument relies on upon its capacity to impart a
record to your employee. You can put the task in there and your specialist can get to it. Before that employee
begins, a portrayal can be demonstrated and the time can be allotted. You can set the time you think is
sufficient for a specific undertaking. A stopwatch is likewise a peculiarity basic to this apparatus that serves as
your consistent update. Any overtime or manual work done can be independently recorded when fundamental.
This does not just keep ventures on schedule and on plan, however this likewise keeps your employees get to
be aware of how they will need to invest their time so they can complete it on time too. Unmoving hours can
truly be maintained a strategic distance from on the grounds that the center stays on the assignment before
them. You get to have proof of what continues amid an assumed profitable time. They are instead face with
financial challenges that result to low or no profit. Among them are the high level of competition and the
increase in labor cost. For this reason, they are looking for ways to ensure product and employee efficiencies.
These can contribute in increasing sales and productivity. One of them is using a tool for employee time track.
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Employee efficiency, as well as product effectiveness, is measured not only by the quality of work employees
provide. It is also by the number of hours they spend for their daily tasks. Yes, quality and quantity should
come together. Without one, effectiveness cannot exist in an organization. Employee A has produced an
excellent work for the day. But he has done less than what is expected of him for eight hours. Employee B has
accomplished so much for the whole duration of the work hours. However, his output is not of high standard.
Which one should the company commend? The answer is no one. For a business to enjoy success output must
be high, and so is the quality. What must they do then to guarantee employee and product efficiencies? An
application for employee time track can offer assistance. As the day starts, bosses can include in the software
the assignments employees are required to finish for the day. It will particularly record the time they used on
the task s. Through this, directors will know the people who neglect to perform as indicated by the
prerequisites of the organization. This time tracker can then make ready for the ID of the issues, as well as the
resolutions necessary. For instance, employee training may be the key or it may be termination of contracts.
But for whatever it is, the ultimate goal is to ensure the usefulness of the workforce. In this approach, it is not
only the quality time that is assured of businesses. For human resources department purposes, it monitors the
attendance of the staff members. Employee time track software is essential in this time when entrepreneurs are
seeking the effective methods to improve their sales and productivity. It can help them come up with decisions
that directly affect the financial condition of the organizations. It may not be the ultimate solution but it can at
least give way to a clearer picture of the situation.
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3: EasyClocking | Time & Attendance - Employee Time Clocks
bioenable > employee attendance system, attendance management system for employees Previously, in almost all
organizations attendance management system for employees was managed and maintained on papers, which caused
several hassles and faults and the method was inefficient too.

NCheck Bio Attendance provides face a Track and control mobile workforce Location based time and
attendance control is provided by using Location restriction feature in NCheck Bio Attend Offline and remote
site attendance Offline employee attendance control support of NCheck Bio Attendance feature supports
employee time and attendanc Risk free non-touch punching Contact-less attendance system authentication is a
must in risky environments such as non-hygiene environments, u Secure self attendance Face biometric
security, personal mobile phones and GPS technology together creates an environment on employee mo
Comprehensive reporting Attendance control system reports are important feature in an attendance control
system. NCheck Bio Attendance provides set of com NCheck Bio Attendance provides face attendance,
fingerprint attendance and iris attendance to cater for any security level requirement of a time tracking and
access control. No more time and attendance frauds such as buddy punching. If you need higher level of
security options, we recommend using fingerprint and iris modalities. By using employee location restriction
or employee group location restriction, it can virtually create a geo fence. Then the employees can only
perform check-in and check-out events only within the restricted area. Managers can view employee event
locations from the control panel. Close home Offline and remote site attendance Offline employee attendance
control support of NCheck Bio Attendance feature supports employee time and attendance recording even in
rural remote sites. NCheck Bio Attendance client installations keep minimum attendance system details and
employee biometric details needed to continue employee time tracking in offline. When network connectivity
is limited, NCheck Bio Attendance clients will record all check-in and check-out events and synchronize them
when connectivity is back Close person Risk free non-touch punching Contact-less attendance system
authentication is a must in risky environments such as non-hygiene environments, unclean places where health
risk is there. If your attendance control system has a risk to transfer harmful material to the employees, it is not
only a risk for the employees but also will badly impact to your business. NCheck Bio Attendance performs
automatic face capturing to identify the person instantly. NCheck Face attendance is completely automated
and non-touch. This will be an advantage for employees and employers. No more attendance control terminals
at your doors and no more queues. NCheck bio attendance location tracking and control can be used to control
whether your employees can perform check-in and check-out while face identification performs the
authentication of the events. NCheck Bio Attendance provides set of common reports which are helpful for
human resource managers. All reports have dynamic controls to filter required information quickly. NCheck
bio attendance total work hours report generation and export feature can be used to integrate your attendance
system data with your payroll systems.
4: Best Employee Attendance Management Software - Online Staff Attendance Tracking System
EasyClocking's workforce management solutions enhance the bottom-line value of our customers' time & attendance
operations. Customer relationships are developed and nurtured by our sales, technical support team, engineers,
customer service, and research & development experts.

5: Employee Payroll and Attendance Management System
The innovative student attendance management system by DigitalEdu eliminates efforts needed in book-keeping and
also take the process one step ahead. with our solutions parents can be warned ahead.

6: Time Attendance Management System | Time Attendance System | Appraisal Management
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Integrate online time attendance system with attendance machine and manage attendance as well as leave/official visits
to get punctuality and reduce absenteeism in your office. Go anywhere and keep track of attendance activities with help
of online time attendance system.

7: Time Attendance, leave management & payroll system: www.enganchecubano.com
Employee Attendance Management is your affordable and complete time attendance management system for both
office employees or plant/shop floor employees.

8: Guide: Time and Attendance Systems
Staff can input annual leave requests to their manager. When they are approved they automatically show on the system
Flag a staff member is about to exceed sick leave/flexi leave/annual leave entitlements.

9: The Best Time and Attendance Systems of
With time-saving employee management and attendance tracking for your staff, kiwiHR offers smart features that help
you automate your HR processes. Our experienced team is continuously working on new and exciting features,
displayed on our roadmap.
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